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In the European Union (EU), subsidies to the fishing industry and lack of compliance and enforcement of
fishing regulations have led to a chronic overcapacity and a general decline of commercial fish stocks. The
entire fisheries sector (extractive fishing, fish canning and commercialization subsectors) is still affected,
with all directly and indirectly employed people being impacted by the overfishing problem. However,
fish populations could strongly increase and generate more economic output if they were left for only
a few years under less fishing pressure. The papers published in this Special Issue are the products of
recent research conducted by European fisheries scientists, economists, and lawyers. A window of
opportunity for change is currently open under the current Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) reform. This
Special Issue is an attempt to stimulate the debate by providing new findings and formulating new
proposals to rebuild stocks, strengthen ecosystems resilience and better manage EU fisheries. The Special
Issue consists of eight papers dealing with relevant biological and economic aspects of the management
of European fisheries. Together these papers show that the EU fish stocks are under high fishing pressure
and that their recovery will generate not only environmental or ecosystem benefits but also greater
profitability for the fisheries sector.
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In the European Union (EU), subsidies to the fishing industry
(Khan et al., 2006) and lack of compliance and enforcement of
fishing regulations have led to a chronic overcapacity and a general
decline of commercial fish stocks (Froese and Proelß, 2011;
European Commission, 2009, 2011; ICES, 2011). The so called
“precautionary approach” formally adopted by EU and Interna-
tional Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) in 1998
contributed at maintaining stock abundance at low level. Only
recently the objective to reach the fishing mortality that produce
the maximum sustainable yield (Fmsy) in 2015 was adopted and
several stocks have improved as a result. But half of the European
stocks for which an assessment is available are still overexploited in
Atlantic waters and 80% in the Mediterranean Sea (European
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asante).
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Commission, 2012). The entire fisheries sector (extractive fishing,
fish canning and commercialization subsectors) is still affected,
with all directly and indirectly employed people being impacted by
the overfishing problem (Gascuel et al., 2011).

Fish populations could strongly increase and generate more
economic output if they were left for only a few years under less
fishing pressure (World Bank, 2009; European Commission, 2012;
Srinivasan et al., 2012). For example, European fisheries have profit
margins of about 3e6%, whereas in New Zealand, which has
successfully reformed its fisheries, the margins are closer to 40%
(Froese, 2011). Indeed, Froese et al. (2011) suggested that long-term
catches in Europe could be 63% higher on average under the harvest
control rules proposed by the authors, and profits could increase 3-
fold within 5 years. Rather than demanding the highest possible
catches immediately, fishers would be well advised to demand low
increases in catches and a fixed upper catch below the theoretical
maximum once the stock is fully recovered (Froese and Quaas,
2011).
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The papers published in this Special Issue are the products of
recent research conducted by European fisheries scientists, econ-
omists, and lawyers. A window of opportunity for change is
currently open under the current Common Fisheries Policy (CFP)
reform (Gascuel et al., 2011).

This Special Issue is an attempt to stimulate the debate by
providing new findings and formulating new proposals to rebuild
stocks, strengthen ecosystems resilience and better manage EU
fisheries. The Special Issue consists of eight papers dealing with
relevant biological and economic aspects of the management of
European fisheries. Together these papers show that the EU fish
stocks are under high fishing pressure and that their recovery will
generate not only environmental or ecosystem benefits but also
greater profitability for the fisheries sector.

In the first paper, Arnason analyses the impacts of climate
change on fish stocks and suggests that, if they occur, the conse-
quences for the size, location, range, and productivity of many
European fisheries will be significant. Arnason shows that in
migratory stocks, the effectiveness of the total allowable catch rules
will be limited.

In the second paper, Guénette and Gascuel document the
profound changes in marine resources that have occurred over the
last 60 years in the Celtic Sea and Bay of Biscay. They show that the
long-term stability in total landingsmasks the fact that the fisheries
have been sustained at the cost of a dramatic increase in fishing
pressure and a change in species composition. Major changes in fish
stock abundance occurred between 1950 and 1970s; generations of
stakeholders have only known low abundances and tend to
consider this state to be the “normal” state of the system. The
authors suggest that recovery of these marine resources would
require a 2e3-fold reduction in fishing mortality.

In the third paper, Proelss andHoughton show that overfishing by
European fleets above the catches permitted by fisheries regulations
constitutes a violation of the precautionary principle and a violation
of European and international law. The authors point out that many
of the issues tackled in the proposed CFP reformhave thepotential to
contribute to a truly environmentally sustainable fisheries policy.
However, these contributions will have little effect if the culture of
compliance amongoperators called for by the EuropeanCommission
does not extend to the institutions of the EU themselves.

In the fourth paper, Villasante et al. analyze the evolution of
catches of the deep-sea fleet in the EU before and during applica-
tion of the CFP. A key finding of the study is that the EU fleet
increased the average depth of fishing by 78 m between 1950 and
2006, almost doubling the values (42 m) reported previously for
the world fleet. Moreover, the authors demonstrated that TAC
proposals by European Commission have not been respected in
about 60% of deep-sea stocks during 2002e2011, and the reported
catches exceeded approved TACs 3.5 times on average.

In the fifth paper, Ulrich et al. underline the inconsistency of
single-stockmanagement objectives in a mixed-fisheries context. A
number of intrinsic issues still remain for the operational imple-
mentation of alternative or complementary fleets/metiers based
approaches. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that such kind of
approaches would potentially address a wider range of problems
than the current stock-based one. They appear more suited to
account for economic, social and societal drivers behind exploita-
tion of marine resources, contributing to enforcement of an
ecosystem-based management.

The sixth paper by Da Rocha et al. summarize the nature of the
non-stationary solutions in optimal fishery management problems
when age-structured populations are considered. The authors also
show that fishery agencies do not consider periodic fishing as
a feasible management tool, mainly because its application may
imply high financial and social costs.
The Special Issue also contains case studies of two commercial
fisheries in Europe (i.e., Atlantic cod Gadus morhua and the
Southern hake Merluccius merluccius). In both studies, authors
estimated the economic losses due to overexploitation in the short
and long term. In the seventh paper, Froese and Quaas investigate
the consequences of overfishing of cod in the North Sea, which was
one of the most important commercial fisheries in the world. The
authors simulate the ecological and economic effects of closure of
the fishery and conclude that a three-years closure would have
rebuilt the stock sufficiently for fisheries to resume, and the
economic benefits nearly would have doubled, increasing fromV50
million in 2006 to V90 million in 2011. In the eighth paper, Antelo
et al. present a surplus production model to simulate the direct
economic value of the Southern hake stock under current and
rebuilding scenarios. The authors conclude that the fishing industry
prefers to maximize short-term economic benefits and ignores or
underestimates the risks of collapse of the stock. They show that
continuation of the exploitation pattern of the past 20 years would
result in an economic value of the stock of US$258 million for the
period 2012e2022, whichwould bewell below the value of US$436
million that would occur if the fishery respected the scientific
recommendations provided by ICES.

The papers in this Special Issue provide results that contain
a variety of relevant and novel themes to the current discussion of
the CFP reform. Given that we live in an increasingly globalized
world, the existence of cascading socialeecological interactions can
create strong vulnerabilities but it also can also provide exciting
opportunities to develop more sustainable paths and better
methods to assess the performance of marine ecosystems.

Wewish to thank the reviewersof thepapers for theirvaluable and
constructive comments, which have helped to improve the contri-
butions substantially.We also appreciate the support and guidance of
the Editor-in-Chief of the journal, Dr. Victor de Jonge, and the assis-
tants who generously helped us during the publication process.
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